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‘Milroy’s sculptural collages of printed images
on paper and 'lm blend fairy tale and concep-
tual art, meditations on rhythms and shapes
with references to Darwin. Like Je( Wall, Milroy
came of age when beauty was suspect and has
found his own subversive way of incorporating
sumptuous colour and formal rigour into work
that is o(beat and unexpected.

He has the gentle wit of a late surrealist, yet 
the sense of in'nite possibilities of mutation,
rearrangements of species, gravity, day and
night, is fraught with )#st century tension
about science and nature: a pertinent 
contemporary vision.

Jackie Wullschlager
Art Critic, The Financial Times

’

Jack Milroy doesn’t want to be categorized, 
either as a surrealist or some kind of book
artist. Nor does he think of himself as a sculp-
tor. As he points out, he works with .at ob-
jects –‘I tend to think in terms of sides and
backs and fronts’–and doesn’t envision his
work in the round. If anything, he is a collag-
ist. He admits that there is ‘an element of 
surrealism in all the work’, but he has also
been known to hint darkly about his struc-
turalist interests. In fact, Milroy’s work 
resists all isms and plunges to the heart 
of the unclassi'able.

Andrew Lambirth
Art Critic, The Spectator

’

‘



Cloud/Nest/Water, 2014, cut book page constructions, triptych - each, 21 x 61 x 27.5 cm





Cloud/Nest/Water, 2014, cut book page constructions, triptych - each, 21 x 61 x 27.5 cm



The Collector, 2012, cut book page constructions, 100 x 61 x 14cm



Grey Skies, 2015, cut and constructed book pages, 215 x 121 x 14 cm



Grey Skies (detail), 2015, cut and constructed book pages, 215 x 121 x 14 cm



Waterline   , !"#$, cut book-page construction, #$% x #&# x #!.' cm



Detail of Waterline   , !"#$, cut book-page construction, #$% x #&# x #!.' cm



Territorial Ambitions, )"#,, cut book-page construction, #,$ x ##- x #).* cm



Detail of Territorial Ambitions, )"#,, cut book-page construction, #,$ x ##- x #).* cm



The Colours of Matisse !–", !"#$, cut and reconstructed books, set of %ve, each &' x '$ x $ cm



Le Rouge et Le Noir III, 2010, cut and constructed archival print on paper, 70 x 104 x 8.5cm



Ophelia VI, 2015, Printed on Acetate Film, 136 x 113 x 41cm



Ophelia VI, 2015, Printed on Acetate Film, 136 x 113 x 41cm



Seascape, )"#*, cut and constructed print on 'lm with lightbox, +$ x #," x #"" cm



Detail of Seascape, )"#*, cut and constructed print on 'lm with lightbox, +$ x #," x #"" cm



Leaf Mother and Child, 2018, cut book construction, 61 x 68 x 14.5cm



Wild Grass, 2010, cut Japanese book, 32 x 246 x 18.7 cm



Wild Grass (detail), 2010, cut Japanese book, 32 x 246 x 18.7 cm



Walking Man, 1998, torn and constructed map pages, 186 x 117cm
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